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Abstract 
 
The global recession which triggered during the late 2007 until end of 2009 resulted many 
established business to turn into bankruptcy and foreclosures. So the firm had to apply special 
kind strategy to cope with the crisis. The thesis will have a closer look at the same situation.  
 
 The purpose of this study is to find the changes in business strategy that SEK Oy made during 
the recession period and how did they overcome the situation. A qualitative study was con-
ducted to find  the changes in the business strategy that was made. I had a direct  inter-
view with Mr. Marco Mäkinen, CEO of the company, and all my questions were replied by face 
to face interview.  
 
The result shows that changes that were made during the recession period were a very wise 
decision. Their changes in the strategy were the one and only reason that was supporting the 
growth of their company. And finally the thesis is concluded with the conclusion of the thesis 
and recommendation for SEK OY.  
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1 Introduction
 
Following the global crisis, Finnish market was also left in chaos and fragile financial situa-
tion. Many companies filed bankruptcy seeing sharp decrease in the business. By the end of 
2009, it was reported that more than 3000 companies filed bankruptcy seeing the failure of 
their business and it is presumed more than 13600 employees were affected because of the 
bankruptcy.(yle.fi, accessed 2009-11-20)  The other firms who was sustaining despite of crisis 
had decrease their number of staffs. This resulted to increase number of unemployment all 
over Finland. In several companies people names were put in waiting list to lay off in case the 
situation goes worst. The environment was in chaos. Following the international crisis, Fin-
land was severely hit because many business firms were relied on foreign trade. As a result, 
overall production was down by 4% by November 2008 compare to November 2007 (hs.fi, ac-
cessed 09.09.2009). During the period of recession, GDP of Finland decreased by record low 
level. The growth of GDP in 2008 was 0.9% and in 2009 it was -8.2% (cia.gov, accessed 02-11-
2011).  The lowest unemployment rate was recorded as 9.5 % in February 2010 (yle.fi, ac-
cessed 2010-2-24).  Finnish people were very worried about the devaluation of their housing 
price although it did not affect much. In awake of the housing situation, housing Minister Jan 
Vapaavuori and tried to reassure house owners. It was becoming difficult for the people and 
business firms to obtain loan from the banks and the financial market because of the interna-
tional financial breakdown. In an international market because of the crisis, central bank had 
to lend billions of euros who were unwilling to lend money to each other. Though Finland did 
not face this situation. The crisis also feared to the stock market. The OMX Helsinki index 
plummeted along with the rest of the world markets. (hs.fi, accessed, 2008 – 3 – 10) 
During this recession period, one of the most hit areas is the SME’s of Finland. SME is consid-
ered as the backbone of European Union’s economy. Because 80% of the income is generated 
from the SME. The transactions of SME are unknown to the outer world because their volumes 
of business are comparatively less than large industries. Many SME had to stop hiring their 
extra staff and some SME had to lay off their permanent staff as well. For many the business 
was at the record low resulting for closure of their business. It was obvious for many SME to 
reduce their operating expenses by means of delaying the renovation activities, cutting bene-
fits etc. The thesis will make a closure look at the business operation and the strategy that 
most SME took during the recession period by means of SWOT analysis method.   
 
1.1 Objectives and research question 
 
The overall purpose of this study is to review the business strategy process of the SME SEK Oy 
in Finland during the recession period and during the non-recession period. As the changes in 
strategy made in SME are not known to the people easily, the study will make a closer look at 
the changes in the business strategy in the SME’s during the recession period. It will analyze 
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what kind of business strategy is important for the Finnish SME SEK oy and what kind of busi-
ness strategies has it taken and how successful have they been. The study will further analyze 
the SME by SWOT analysis method and describe their strength, weakness, opportunities and 
threat during the recession period and non-recession period.  
Furthermore the purpose of this study is to set an example for other SME. It will give other 
SME a direction as to how they should have changed their business strategy and how they 
should not have changed their business  strategy.  One SME will able to know the key fac-
tor of their success and failure during the recession period. It will also know the strength, 
weakness, opportunity and threat of the SME. From this one SME can be prepared if they ever 
come across similar threat. the study will overlook as how:  
 
- what business strategy has SME SEK OY taken and how successful has it been? 
 
- What business strategy is important for an SME SEK OY to take during the cur-
rent global recession? 
 
1.2 Research Problem   
 
During the global recession, along with the large enterprise, SME was also severely hit. Their 
transactions were unknown to the outer world compared to LSE but the extent of financial 
breakdown was up to the same level as it was in LSE. The crisis was affecting every kind of 
business firms who were unable to take necessary preventive steps in the management. And 
to some firm it affected although it had applied preventive measures. In Finland SME occupies 
a share of 99.7%. So, the economy is entirely dependent on the SME sector. It plays a vital 
role to sustain the economy of the country. SME had a great contribution in providing em-
ployment opportunities for the people as well. SME contributes 59.7% employment to the to-
tal workforce of the country. Ever since 2000, in European countries, SME has been growing at 
greater speed than LSE. And it applies the same in Finland as well. From 2002 to 2008, SME 
has grown by 16% in Finland. And similarly there has been 9% growth in the employment. In 
all the developed economies including Finland, SME  has taken over LSE in terms of eco-
nomic contribution and employment contribution. (europa.eu, accessed 22 March 2011) 
So, when the recession hit and spread in the SME’s of Finland, there were negative effects in 
various aspects of the business organization. There were reduction in the production growth, 
labor productivity and employment, and reduction the confidence of the business firms, nega-
tive effect on the new business startups and there was a chaos in the financial market. As a 
result, the SME’s had to take necessary steps to change their business strategy and cope with 
the diminishing financial market.  
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1.3  Structure Of The Study 
 
The thesis consists of six parts.  The first section includes an introduction to the research and 
research questions. The second section includes case study of SEK.  The third section, theory 
part, includes the description of SME, business strategy theory and SWOT analysis theory.  
In the fourth section, it explains the methodology of the research and in the fifth, the empiri-
cal finding done on the basis of the questionnaires. And finally the conclusion is drawn out of 
the thesis and then there are few recommendation to SEK OY.  
 
 
 
2 Case Study Of SEK 
Company profile 
 
SEK is the 360 marketing communication solution agencies with the most lead agency experi-
ence in northern Europe. SEK is a partner with deep, long term commitment to increasing its 
clients brand value and driving sales in all relevant markets. SEK is owned by Salomaa Group, 
the leading northern Europe Company for marketing communication services. Although SEK is 
an SME, it is quite large in size. SEK’s annual billing in exceeds 25 million euros and it employs 
240 people. And it is one of the oldest advertising companies established in the year 1935.  
SEK as a SME has established them self as a leading example for the Finnish economy. Since 
its establishment it has grown rapidly and helped various other big enterprises to grow and 
establish a renown able brand. Few examples of it are, it has helped Nokia to become the 6th 
most valuable brand in the world. It has also helped various other brands such as Finnair, 
Paulig, Fazer etc.  
SEK as an advertising company covers all form of marketing and advertising services. SEK pro-
vides the services in such a way so that their clients do not have to go to different marketing 
agencies. It provides all kind of marketing services such as brand and marketing strategies, 
advertising, design, retail marketing, event marketing, customer relationship marketing, digi-
tal marketing, corporate communication, tactical advertising etc. Few examples of services 
that SEK provides in each section are:  
 
Brand and marketing strategies: Under this it helps its clients to develop the brand and sug-
gest the brand portfolio.  
 
Advertising: It comes up with various advertising schemes so that their clients can attract 
more customers.  
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Design: under this it provides various services such as product packing design, brand logos, 
space designing, web page designing etc. 
 
Event marketing: under this the SEK designs fairs, shops, cafes, events etc. in terms of mar-
keting view. One example of this is Finnair travel fair. 
 
Customer relation marketing: under this SEK provides its clients to improve its relation with 
their customer by various ways such as developing customer’s magazines etc.   
 
Digital marketing: Under this SEK helps its clients by internet marketing such as developing 
their web page, network marketing, mobile marketing etc.  
 
Corporate communication: under this SEK helps its clients by various ways and few examples 
of it are it designs communication with its customers; it builds a relation with the media etc.  
Apart from that SEK helps its clients by various other ways and they are management consult-
ing, making up strategy, improving the working method of the organization.  
 
SEK has a unique way of serving its customers. It deals individually with the customers. SEK 
recommends the kind of advertising needed for its customers to build their brand. And it 
changes its mission and vision according to their customer’s mission and vision. It provides a 
complete value chain for its customer’s progress in their business.  
 
OVERALL STRATEGY OF SEK  
 
SEK was established in the year 1935 as one of the first advertising company. And today it is 
regarded as the top and preferred company in the Finnish market. Its has established itself as 
the complete marketing service provider with all kind of different marketing services. It has 
always moved on with the motto of being as the best brand that builds the brand. 
(sek.fi, accessed 01 June 2011 ) 
(As per the company presentation in 21 April 2011) 
 
3 Theory  
 
3.1 Small and medium size enterprise 
 
According to the EU commission, enterprise can be called as small, micro or medium sized if 
they qualify the following criteria.  
Enterprise Headcount Turnover Balance sheet 
Small <10 < €2 million < €2 million 
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Micro <20 <€ 10 million < €10 million 
medium <250 <€ 50 million < €43 million 
europa.eu, accessed 22 March 2011 
 
Importance Of SME In Finnish Market 
 
SME has started to play a vital role in its economy of Finland likewise in other European na-
tion and other developed nation. The share of SME has been growing rapidly from early 2000 
to 2008. There is a great difference in between the shares of SME and LSE in Finland. The sta-
tistic shows that SME constitutes 99.7% of the total shares while LSE constitutes 0.3% of the 
total shares.  And the share of employment provided by the SME is also relatively higher. In 
Finland, SME provides 59.7% of the employment and LSE provides 40.3% of the employment. 
(europa.eu) 
 
In my opinion the government and the Finnish business society should start progressing their 
business in SME sector. If Finnish SME develops and increases its output there can a big in-
crease in the GDP of the country. It is because of the very high number of SME compared to 
LSE (large enterprise).  
 
It would be wise to focus in SME than LSE because of the globalization issue as well. Many LSE 
such as KoneCranes are moving away to reduce their production costs(as per the company 
presentation in Laurea). So the amount of tax in the government fund will decrease to some 
extent.  But SME enterprises tax will be centralized in the country.  
 
The number of SME has grown considerably in the past few years. So it shows clearly that SME 
has been dominating the Finnish market. SME has been growing up with positive energy and it 
has been given a chance to several people to act as an entrepreneurship. SME has provided a 
chance to many small entrepreneurs to grow and establish their own business. 
 (europa.eu, accessed 22 March 2011) 
On the other hand the research shows that the Finnish SME are willing to internationalize as 
well for the development of their business. It has shown that only 2 out of 30 Finnish SME 
which has chosen to internationalize has withdrawn its strategy. But most of them have ended 
up saying that they were in need of help to varying the level of need in terms of information, 
language skills, local culture, local assistant, local actor, acquiring financial knowledge, cre-
ating strategies. In all fields, more than 70%of the firm has they were in need of help. 
(Söderqvist, Holstius, pg 57, 38, 2005). 
 
As we know there has been fair growth rate of Finnish SME in various field and has been ad-
vancing its economic growth.  So in my opinion if the government or the responsible repre-
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sentative would help the Finish SME to keep the track of their growth, Finnish SME has a very 
bright economy. And the internationalization process that has started within very few SME 
would also get an enthusiasm.  
 
3.2 Understanding business strategy process 
 
Definition 
Business strategy is the plans, choices and decisions used to guide a company to greater prof-
itability and success. (Kourdi, pg 3, 2009) 
In the business environment, an inspired and clearly considered strategy leads to a commer-
cial success whereas weak or unclear strategy may lead to failure of the business. 
Business strategy ‘is one route which is both necessary and sufficient to achieve the business 
objective. ( Fifield, pg 87, 2007) 
Few benefits of good business strategy: 
- The process of developing and implementing strategy enables managers to un-
derstand their customers and competitors. 
- The company is able to develop its products and approach in line with its cus-
tomers changing preference. 
- It helps to highlight how profits can be increased through the development of 
product extensions. 
- It helps in the managerial skills as well. It shows to the managers as to where 
the business skills needed to be added.  
- It integrates the employee’s motivation to provide the best output needed to 
provide customers profitability. 
 
The business strategy is process is sub divided into two categories. Firstly the development of 
business strategy process will be looked and secondly as to how it will be implemented.  
DEVELOPING STRATEGY 
 
Forces That Shape Business Strategy: 
There are several forces that shapes the business strategy. The business strategy shapes the 
future customer of the company. The business strategy should be relevant for its customer. 
So the strategy should match the current situation and future prospect as well (Kourdi, pg 33-
49, 2009). As per the author there are several forces that can shape the business strategy 
such as the past, leadership, globalization etc.  
 
Another reason that shapes the business strategy is the industry type. Michael Porter has de-
veloped a framework for classifying and analyzing the characteristics of an industry environ-
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ment. His five forces model of competition examines competitive forces that influence the 
profitability. So the business strategy must be set according to the profit it forecasts based on 
following forces.       
 
 
   Suppliers 
                             Bargaining power of suppliers 
 
  Threat of new entrants                          Industry competitors 
Potential Entrants     
   
                                          Rivalry among existing firms       threat of substi-
tute goods                                
  
    Buying power of buyers 
      
  
              
 
Figure: Hoskisson, pg 50, 2008 (Competitive Advantage: creating ansustaining superior per-
formance by Michael E. Porter.)  
To summarize, it can be said that in a firm there are several day to day activities going on in 
the company in terms of internal environment and external environment. The business strate-
gy has to be set in relevance to it. Such as there might be new substitute product in the mar-
ket so all the issues of porter’s forces have to be kept in mind to overcome that situation. 
Based on the internal and internal environment, the firm might have to focus on certain 
strategy such as leadership, globalization, technology that suits the nature. 
 
SEK has always shaped its business strategy based on the leadership of team building and be-
coming the market leader which they have been successful in it.  SEK has always tried to be-
come the market leader among its competitors with its wide variety of advertising services. 
They not only try to emphasis on its own market leadership but also customer’s market lead-
ership. SEK has always had its target customer as the top businesses in Finland.  
 
Scenario 
 
The scenarios show how to connect an understanding of the future with plans and decisions 
being made today. The author describes a company should always understand the outer situa-
tion of the business environment. The business should change with the change business envi-
Potential Ent-
rants 
Substitute 
Products 
Buyers 
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ronment. And it furthermore describes that the managers should avoid thinking business as 
usual process. Managers should not put in mind that the repeated success that they achieved 
during the past will necessarily lead success now. ( Kourdi, pg 49,  2009) 
 
To summarize it can be said that it is the transit point of implementing the strategy and the 
decision made today. It emphasis that one should always keep an eye on the changes that has 
happened  and at the same time it emphasizes that it is not necessarily possible that the re-
peated success will work this time.  So, one has to make the decision by understanding the 
current business environment. One example is the company KONE once has to set its business 
strategy to move its plant to china because of the globalization and cutting expenses. (As per 
the presentation given by company representative in Laurea) 
 
Resource And Strategy 
The organization should plan their resource and strategy ( tangible and intangible) and ana-
lyze according to the category, specify and performance.  
 
Analysis by category: 
When analyzing the resources by category it can be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Under quantitative various things can be kept in mind such as building and machinery. And for 
qualitative, various things can be kept in mind such as the quality of the resources, availabil-
ity, delivery time etc.  
 
Analysis by specificity: 
Resources can be analyzed according to their specificity. Resources can be specific to achieve 
certain kind of advantage. One such example is the skilled workers tend to have specialized 
knowledge on certain industry.  
 
Analysis by performance: 
The resources can be evaluated on the basis of the contribution the resource provide to help 
improve the performance. Few examples of analyzing the resources can be evaluating finan-
cial performance, comparison with the competitors etc.  
(Campbell, pg 37, 2004) 
 
In this the author tries to explain that to the resources can be analyzed in three different 
ways. As we all know that the resources are limited in business organization. They always 
have to make choices to meet up with the business goal. So while applying the business strat-
egy, the company has to focus on certain resources that they value the most. The mangers 
might change their perception towards adding up their resources. One such example is the 
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manager might value cash and machinery the most in certain circumstances in substitution of 
quality and human resources.  
 
By proper use of the resources, it can be further benefitted and it is shown in the diagram 
(fig: Sadler, Pg 166, 2003). 
 
 
  
                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SEK as a advertising company has always focused in the intangible assts. So they were moreo-
ver focused in brand and the quality. As taking an advantage of being the oldest company, it 
has always hired the best manpower to deliver the best quality products and services to its 
customers. And it has always been successful to known as the preferred advertising company 
because of its successful branding. It has always been focusing on to be the best brand that 
builds the brand. And until today, SEK has been as the most competitive in the advertising 
industry. 
 
Strategies For Growth 
The writer emphasizes, that the repeated success in the past will not necessarily work in the 
present term. So it directs there are several ways for the growth and they are 
- Organic growth 
- Merger and acquisition 
- Integration 
-  Diversification 
- Specialization 
(Kourdi, pg 75, 2009) 
 
All these are different type of growth strategy that the firm applies. The type of growth 
strategy that the firm applies might vary from one to another. Likewise we can see in the 
normal business world airlines companies usually chooses merger for their customer conven-
ience. A small firm usually applies organic growth by using its existing resources.  
capabilites 
Resources( tangible and intangible) 
Competitive advantage 
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 According to the book Harvard Review ON Strategies For Growth, ‘If managers think like cus-
tomers, they will be able to find and exploit compromises for faster growth and improved 
profitability.  
 
All companies are searching for growth. So it is emphasized that the managers should think 
like the customers. And they will be able to find ways for faster growth and improved profita-
bility.  Often several companies adopt the diversification strategy for the growth. The man-
gers keep must various things in mind to diversify. The managers not only should keep in mind 
about what they do but also how they will be better than their competitors, the company 
must have all the strategic assets not just few of them, managers need to ask weather their 
strategic assets are transportable to the industry they have targeted. (Kim, Copeland, 
Markides , pg 25, 55, 81-88, 1998. ) 
 
The author tries to explain that there are certain things that have to be kept on mind while 
growing their business. The managers must not only expand their business but also keep a 
close eye on the competitor’s growth. Managers often have to divert their growth strategy 
opposite to their competitors to get the proper customer segmentation. And the mangers 
have to keep an eye on their resources as well for the proper growth. For instance the com-
pany might be forecasting the increase in their sales, so the manager must keep in mind 
about the available staffs they have for the customer service.  
 
SEK has always been growing its market share ever since its establishment since 1935. They 
have always implemented different growth strategies during their operation. The company 
has always been growing its market share by growing its customers. All the credit of its ex-
pansion has been given to its skilled manpower. And it has always believed to diversify in all 
the advertising sector business by providing the complete advertising services. And the com-
pany is pretty much against the policy of mergers and partnership with the competitors be-
cause of its industry type.  
Developing A Business Strategy And Thinking Strategically 
 
 It helps managers see where and how change is needed to make the business successful. 
 This chapter explains: 
- The essence of successful strategies 
- How to develop a business strategy 
The essence of successful strategies: 
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Successful strategy is essence for the successful business. Strategy decisions are the key to 
the future. They provide reassurance, they reduce sources of stress, they turn problem into 
opportunities and create benefit with little resources.  
 
How ToDevelop a business strategy 
 
The development of business strategy involves three different phases:   
-  analysis      
- planning     
- implementation 
 
Analysis:      
 
When developing a business strategy, there are no constantly right answers but there are con-
stantly right questions. The right answers  changes with the changing business environment. 
The best way of analysis  is to make a summary of strength, opportunities, weakness and 
threat. 
  
Planning:      
There are several stages in the strategy planning process.  
 
- Define your purpose: 
Under this the organization has to summarize where you are now, where you 
want to be and how will you change.  
- Explain your advantage: 
Under this the organization has to be explain why would the customers would buy 
from you rather from competitors. 
- Set the strategy’s boundary: 
Under this the organization will have to explain as to which product the organi-
zation will deal with and which product the organization will not deal with. 
- Priorities:       
Under this the organization should emphasize the most important product and    
market you will deal with.  
- Budget:       
Under this the organization should estimate costs, revenues and the cash im-
plications and prepare a budget to meet the strategic objectives.  
Implementation:      
 
 The processes of implementation are 
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- Integrating the strategy: 
The strategy needs to take account of the realities of the business. To succeed, 
it must be consistent with the work of other department, the capabilities of 
employees.  
- Communicating: 
Clear communication is important in developing and implementing a strategy. 
Communication skill in terms of body language, understanding other people and 
making one understand to other people.  
( Kourdi, pg 89- 95, 2009.) 
To summarize the idea for developing the business strategy it consists of three steps and they 
are analysis, planning and implementation. Firstly analysis of the company’s resources must 
be done by evaluating their strength, weakness, opportunities and threats. This gives a clear 
view of the company’s situation in the business environment. Then with the output and eval-
uation of the analysis, panning must be done according the analysis result because they pro-
vide reassurance, they reduce sources of stress, they turn problem into opportunities and 
create benefit with little resources. And after planning according to the analysis result it will 
easy to make plans for the CEO to make decision to prioritize, budget, make vision etc. And 
finally the strategy should be implemented with consistent communication with other de-
partment of the organization.  
 
The company has always developed its business strategy thinking from customer’s perception. 
They have always maintained the image of the good brand of their and they are renown for 
building the brand. They have always delivered the best quality product to its customers and 
have always tried to assure to its customer that if they invest 100euro, the return will be 150 
euro and help customer to change their problem into opportunities.  They have always main-
tained the good relationship with several biggest company of Finland such as Nokia, Kone, 
Paulig, Fazer and others. This has added them advantage to attract more customers. 
 
Vision 
The organization has to make a clear vision as a first stage for implementing the strategy. 
Vision provides a clear direction and aspiration for the business. It provides clear focus for 
action in specificarea and for a particular task. There are examples in the financial  market, 
that one can become a market leader in a very short span of time with a good vision. People 
respond very well when they understand what they are doing and why they are doing. It ex-
cites and inspires customers  and workers. Then the vision should be developed by deciding 
oneself as to what will be important in the future, trust the organization, and test  the as-
sumption. Then the vision should be communicated, used as per the plan and get committed 
to the vision. (Kourdi, pg 103-109, 2009) 
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Implementing Business Strategy 
- Leading change 
A business strategy is dynamic. It involves choices, change and ability to move 
the business from where they are now and where they want to be in the future. 
The leader should remember when leading people through change are: vision, 
communication, planning, steady progress, realism and practicality, participa-
tion, motivation, training and support. (Kourdi, pg 109, 2009.) 
 
- Achieving employee engagement 
Achieving employee engagement in the organization increases the output. 
There are several techniques for increasing employee engagement. The em-
ployee customer profit chain can be implemented. Under this, the job provides 
financial, professional benefits. The job should provide equity, security, satis-
faction and security. (Kourdi, pg 112-113, 2009) 
 
- Avoiding pitfalls: 
There are several ways to avoid pitfalls. Few examples are communicate and 
influence, help people to embrace change, provide training, check the organi-
zation development, confront problem early. ( Kourdi, pg 119, 2009) 
 
This chapter explains how the business strategy should be implemented. After defining a clear 
vision and keeping in mind about the result of the analysis, the company should move on to 
implement the business strategy. The organization should apply the choices and changes that 
they had decided earlier and go on to the direction where they want to be in the future. The 
leader plays an important role in this process because they have to lead the changes and 
make everyone go towards the same direction by means of communication, steady progress, 
motivation and many other unpredicted circumstances.  
 
The company has always developed its business strategy thinking from customer’s perception. 
They have always maintained the image of the good brand of their and they are renown for 
building the brand. They have always made a steady growth of the firm by delivering the best 
quality product to its customers and have always tried to assure to its customer that if they 
invest 100euro, the return will be 150 euro. They have always maintained the good relation-
ship with several biggest company of Finland such as Nokia, Kone, Paulig, Fazer and others. 
This has added them advantage to attract more customers.  
 
Strategic Innovation 
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Strategic innovation plays an important role in the strategies of the business. The innovation 
may be in terms of manpower, technology, market leader, core business. The author explains 
several fields of innovation for the business and they are: 
- Understanding innovation 
- Building a culture of innovation 
- Bottom up and top down innovation 
- Deep dive prototyping 
- Value innovation 
And among all these innovations, SEK has mostly used Bottom up and top down innovation. 
Under this the organization should keep on updating with the new innovation in the software 
development, new machinery. This prevents them from unpredictable and unimaginable inno-
vation.  
( Kourdi,  pg 123- 133, 2009) 
 
Bottom up and top down innovation is very important for the company like SEK. The updates 
in the software and machinery in the digital world are one of the crucial innovations. It keeps 
the track of the change of the outer environment. One might be able to know about the con-
venient machines and new programming to deliver the marketing process.  
 
Business model innovation 
A business model consists of 4 interlocking elements that taken together can create and de-
liver value. The established business companies operate according to the 4 elements and they 
are:  
-  Customer value proposition that fulfills an important job for the customer in a 
better way than the competitors. One god example of this is the TATA motors 
that made the world cheapest car to act as a substitute for the motor bike in 
the Indian road.  
-  A profit formula that lays out how the company makes money delivering the 
value proposition. One such example is the TATA motors who took the chal-
lenge to manufacture the world’s cheapest car. So it had to sell the those 
cars in mass amount to get the profit margin and cover the expenses which 
was possible because it was touching the growing demand of the worlds se-
cond largest population.  
 
-  And the key resources and key processes needed to deliver that proposition. 
Key resources can be considered as people, technology, equipments, etc. and 
key processes can be considered as design, products, marketing, hiring etc.  
(Johnson, Christensen, Kagermann, 2010, pg 55) 
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In this the author tries to explain the business model that the firm should apply. It says that 
the firm should introduce the products and services that can satisfy the customers and beat 
the competitor, then price its product accordingly which will benefit both the customers and 
the firm. And finally fulfill all the key resources that are needed to deliver the products or 
services.  
SEK as being one of the oldest companies has always been the market leader in all the adver-
tising service that they provide. SEK has innovated from printing media to digital as becoming 
one of the oldest and first advertising companies in Finland.   And all the innovation they fo-
cus is on their manpower. They try to hire the best staff for the best quality and increase 
their value. And they are as well renowned for their expensive service but in return they pro-
vide their customer the innovative final service and products.  They emphasize on being inno-
vative output of their products. SEK satisfies its customers by providing the better business 
model innovation than their competitors. They provide overall advertising service that they 
will not get from any other advertising agency. In other word they can find the whole adver-
tising package in one house. And to fulfill the demand of best quality in Finland, SEK has the 
top and experienced professionals.  
Making Strategic decision 
 
A view popoularized by Minzberg et al. (1976) is that strategic decisionare large expensive, 
and high level of ambiguity( uncertainty) often.  
( McGee, Pg: 390, 2010).  
 
One most essential part of the decision is the existence of alternatives. That means one there 
must be choices available. For a a manager to take some strategic decision, there are five 
steps that one must follow: 
- Specify alternatives and scales that potentially might achieve the objectives.  
- Develop alternatives that might achieve the objectives. 
- Determine how well each alternative achieve each objective.  
- Consider tradeoffs(balance) among the objectives. 
Select the alternative that, on balance, best achieves the objectives, taking into account un-
certainties. (Kikrwood, pg 3, 1997) 
There are several approaches to take the strategic decision that affect the direction and per-
formance of an organization or team.  
- Operational business decisions:  
successful operational decisions can be achieved by managing knowledge and in-
formation; getting the corporate culture right by means of defining the vision, 
leading by example, treating other as you would like to be treated; fostering cre-
ativity and innovation; focusing on continuous improvement; empowering and 
mobilizing people; fitting operational decisions with overall strategy.  
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- Decisions involving legal issues: 
- Problem solving: 
( Kourdi, Pg 136- 153, 2009) 
Among several decision options, SEK chose the operational decision for their day to day busi-
ness operation. Under operational decision, the managers have to create an environment for 
the decisions to suit the overall business strategy. In an operational decision the author points 
out that the decisions have to make an overall development of an organization. While making 
decisions the organization should view about the information about the past matter so it can 
act as guidance in the future and develop the mission and vision. The leader has to act as a 
symbol of motivation for their staff and demand the same kind of motivation from them. Be-
cause staffs are the real people who can create an innovative idea for the firm. If the manag-
er is able to make decision in such way the company can grow and develop prosperously.  
The company always believes in the continuous improvement of their business by growing the 
market share and improving the profitability by various means. The company always redefines 
its mission and vision coping with the customers. Their customers have different mission and 
vision with the changes. Different customers have different mission and vision, so they change 
theirs as well according to their customers. So to achieve their different objective with dif-
ferent kind of customer they always try different alternative of resources.  
 
Competitiveness And Customer Focus 
 
According to the porter’s generic forces, he has described four strategy and they are cost 
leadership, differentiation, cost focus and differentiation focus. 
 
Cost leadership strategy: It is an action plan to the firm to produce goods and services at the 
lowest cost. It could be done to reduce the stocks, increase the sales etc. so the company 
should be well prepared with their minimum cost price to cope with the future uncertainty or 
to maintain the constant level of their selling price.  
 
Differentiation: A differentiation strategy is an action plan firm develops to produce goods 
and services that customers perceive as being unique and are suitable to customers taste. 
 
 In this the author is trying to explain that the company must try to be different than their 
competitors and attract the customers to gain the market share. It should be able to feel the 
changing market demand and understand their customers.   
 
 Focus strategy (cost and differentiation): A focus strategy is an action plan the firm develops 
to produce goods or services that serve the needs of a specific market segment. 
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  In this the author is trying to explain that the company should understand their own product 
or make some visionary about their product and make the target market. For example it the 
company is targeting income group customers then it should go ahead to build the brand ac-
cording to the need. One example of cost focus strategy is the IKEA because it is focusing on 
certain type of market and established them as the cost leadership. And one example of cost 
differentiation strategy is LVMH ( Louis Vuitton) which has its own cost and own market seg-
ment.  
(Hoskisson, pg 90-99, 2008) 
 
The benefit from competitiveness is as follows: 
- The company will be constantly stretching to its maximum limit. 
- Doing things differently than customers. 
- Being customer oriented.  
- Collaborating with other business and customers. Developing clear strategies 
according to the need.  
- Building knowledge based core competences and distinctive capabilities. 
(Campbell, pg, 156, 2004) 
And the sustainability of the competitive advantage can be dependent on three major charac-
teristics and they are durability, transferability and reliability. (Sadler, Pg 175, 2003).   
 
SEK as being an advertising company has its own type of competitiveness in the market. And 
it is not the same that it used to be in the beginning phase where there were very few adver-
tising companies. In the day to day operation the most dangerous threat they posses are the 
industry type. The whole business has transformed from printing to digital. So, the company 
must keep up with the changes in the technology. Failure to do so means they are out of the 
business and the company is under serious threat resulting closure. So SEK had to continuously 
develop its product from printing to digital and applied the differentiation strategy approach 
for their competitive strategy. So for SEK, the change in technology that they have to trans-
form from time to time is the most competitive task. And they have to keep in track about 
their competitors’ technology as well.  
 
Sales, Marketing and Brand Management 
 
There are several companies who were unable to make proper decision  about sales, market-
ing and brand and as a result their customer went to the competitors. It will overlook on sev-
eral factor such as: 
- Pricing 
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Several factor affect pricing. They include antitrust legislation, supply, and 
demand and price elasticity. Various things can be considered to make sure 
that the pricing of the particular product suits the market and they are: take 
customer perception, response of the competitors, and sustainability of the 
pricing, verifying how it has affected to the brands of the products. (Kourdi, pg 
173, 2009) 
- Selling:  
Sales decisions must be based on the understanding of the customer, commit-
ment to service and focus on profitability. One should always highlight the 
product’s benefit, build customer loyalty, develop uniqueness, manage and up-
date information. (Jeremy Kourdi, pg 175, 2009) 
- Brand management 
The first step to build the brand strategy is to understand exactly what your cus-
tomers want from you and giving it to them. The brand strategy is always based 
on the brand core (e.g. Passion), its values (e.g. innovation, quality) and brand 
association (e.g. proven, unique, dynamic). (Kotler, pg 169, 2006) 
 
- Customer royalty 
There are four basic steps in customer relationship management: 
1. Identify your customers in depth as much as possible, including 
demographic, preferences etc.  
2. Differentiate among them (for example most and least profita-
ble.) 
3. Interact with your customers. 
4. Customize your offerings to fit each customer’s needs through 
mass customization or individual tailoring.  
The purpose of CRM is to identify, retain, and please the right kind of customer and to foster 
their repeat usage. Most of the firms develop the CRM for the following reasons: 
- To increase customer retention and customer royalty. 
- To stay even with their competition. 
- To differentiate themselves from the competitors by their outstanding custom-
er service.  
- (Baran, Galka, Strunk, Pg34,13, 2008) 
In this the author tries to point out the process to build up and improve the customer rela-
tionship management by improving the pricing, selling, branding and customer royalty. The 
writer tries to point that the pricing of the particular product should not be decided by the 
company. But it should be given to be decided by the market. And while selling the product 
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the firm should always put in mind that along with benefitting oneself, the firm should also 
benefit the customer and overlook customer’s convenience so that one can maintain long 
term relationship with the customers. Similarly with the branding strategy the firm should 
always fulfill the customer’s expectation that has been expected by the customers in terms of 
quality, innovation, uniqueness. And finally, customer royalty should be maintained by the 
firm to their customers. The firm should try to learn about the progressive demand in terms 
of their product that customer expects from them. For example the company Apple has 
moved on from ipod to iphone and finally to Macbook.  
 
SEK is very much focused in the brand management of the company. The company has always 
gone hand in hand from the customer’s perception. SEK has always priced its product accord-
ing to their quality and the cost of their products. They have always made sure that whenever 
they sell their product, it adds the value added to the customers product. And the most im-
portant that they have emphasized is the branding of their product. So they are moreover 
focused on the quality of the products than the cost when dealing with pricing. It has always 
maintained its brand and the top preferred brand for the advertising company. It is renowned 
as a good brand in the advertising company that builds the brand for its customers. And view-
ing the customer’s convenience, SEK provides all kind of advertising services for its customers 
and have been diversifying its services and updating its services in the digital media.  
 
Managing Knowledge And Information 
 
Knowledge and information are essential for making effective decisions. Knowledge and in-
formation can affect the way people act, their responsibilities and the work they do, training 
needs, accountability, manage time and communicate. The process of managing knowledge 
and information are: 
- The strategic value of knowledge and information 
Knowledge and information has to be collected, protected, and effectively 
managed if they are to guide and inform every stage of decision making. There 
are several significant ways in which knowledge and information can benefit a 
business strategy. Greater flexibility and faster response times can be 
achieved, product and services can be improves by monitoring customer’s view 
and monitoring product failure, customer service can be improved, greater 
teamwork will be enhanced.  
- Techniques for managing knowledge and information: 
There are several techniques for effectively managing knowledge. They are in-
creasing knowledge by means of forming alliance or hiring consultant, main-
taining knowledge from time to tie, protecting knowledge by means of copy-
right and other informal means, managing flow of information, establishing in-
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formation system, acquiring the right data and storing and retrieving the data. 
(Kourdi, pg 187- 192, 2009) 
 
In this the author tries to point that the knowledge and information should be managed for 
achieving the business goal. It points that protecting knowledge and information acts as a ev-
idence of the past and provides the guidance for the future. So because of past knowledge 
and information, the firm does not have to waste its time in research which will result faster 
decision and effective decision will result.  
 
SEK was managing knowledge and information about its customers. They were keeping a data 
about all the improvement and unsuccessful matters about its customers. Apart from data, 
SEK was also keeping an update about inner demand of the company as to how far would they 
like to progress and what’s their goal do that they can develop the strategy in the same way 
to fulfill their demand.   
 
Managing Finance and Risks 
 
The writer says that money is central to the strategic development of all organization. It is 
the key input resource in any business. It is the one and only thing that can determine the 
position of market share. And the result of financial analysis is the most important thing that 
can measure the success of the company. So the writer says to improve the finance of the 
company, it must constantly increase market share, enhance reputation, stock price im-
provement, reductions in complaints, ability to attract a key resource input such as human 
resource etc.  
(Campbell, pg 64- 70, 2004) 
In this the author tries to emphasis that ways that a firm can manage their finance and risks. 
It emphasizes finance as the most important resource in any company that will determine the 
market position. The financial statement should be able to generate enough cash. If the com-
pany is strong enough to generate cash in the financial statement, the company will be strong 
in other sources of corporate funding as well such as share capital, loan capital, right issue 
capital, retained profit as a source of capital.   
 
And ultimately, the company risk management strategy needs to be integrated with the over-
all corporate strategy. The risk management strategy should touch the model of three basic 
premises:  
- The key to creating the corporate value is making good investments. 
- The key to make good investments is by generating enough cash internally to 
fund them. 
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- Cash flow often can be disrupted by movements in the external factors, poten-
tially compromising a company’s ability to invest. Therefore, a risk manage-
ment program should have one overreaching goal and that is to ensure the 
company has the cash available to make value enhancing investments.   
(Froot, Scharfstein and stein, pg 66, 2009) 
Under this it says that the finance of the company is secured by securing the investment 
made by them. So the firm always has to have enough cash in order to do so. If the company 
runs out of cash then the result will be the firm will be investing lesser than their competi-
tors. So the main goal of managing risks would be to have enough cash.  
 
SEK as considered as one of the most stable advertising company Finland They have their own 
way of managing their finance and risks.  They moreover focused towards the profitability of 
the company. Their way of improving the profitability is to improve the quality of their ser-
vice and increase the sales of their customers and market share. When the sale will be influ-
enced because of them, they can have a fair right to increase the price for their hard work. 
Their main strategy in investment was to make investment in all kind of advertising services. 
 
Leadership 
   
  
    
 
   
 
      
    
   
   
   
   
 
   
  Fig: strategic leadership action (Hoskisson,  Pg: 25, 2008) 
 
 
The figure explains the tasks that a manager should fulfill during his leadership period. Ful-
filling all these tasks, one can plan the future of the company and imply proper business 
strategy that is suitable for the firm. It integrates everybody in an organization and develops 
a sense of motivation.  
Developing the management team 
Managing the resource portfolio 
Building an enterpreneurial culture 
Promoting integrity and ethical behaviour 
Using effective controls 
Straegic lea-
dership 
Establishing mission and vision 
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SEK has always applied the fair leadership styles with its employees. The leaders have always 
set its mission and vision to grow and tried to make SEK as the most preferred and recogniza-
ble company in Finland. The leader even tried to expand its business during the recession pe-
riod and keep the job stable for all its employees. The management always tries to lead the 
company with the best work force for achieving the organizational goal.  
 
3.3 SWOT analysis 
 
SWOT stands for strength, weakness, opportunities and threat. The SWOT analysis is a sum-
mary of the marketing audit, and contains and explanation of the key factors affecting organ-
izations marketing activities at a specific time. (Brennan, pg 94, 2003).  It can be divided into 
two factors and they are: 
Internal factors: strength and weakness 
External factor: opportunities and threat.  
Strength and weakness are the outcome of an analysis of the organization’s resources com-
pared with the resource of key competitive rivals. The resources could be market resources, 
human resources etc. whereas opportunities and threats are the comparison of the external 
environment in the specific area in terms of opportunities and threat. The components of 
SWOT can be evaluated below:   
 
- Strength: Relative to key competitors, what differential strength does the 
organization have? 
- Weakness: Relative to key competitors, what differential weakness does 
the organization have? 
- Opportunities: on the basis of an analysis of the organization’s external 
business environment, what are perceived to be the key opportunities 
open to the organization during the plan period.? 
- Threats: On the basis of an analysis of the organization’s external busi-
ness environment, what are perceived to be the key threats facing the 
organization during the plan period? 
 
Most of all the SWOT analysis should give a way to these questions:  
- How can we exploit the strength? 
- How can we eliminate this weakness? 
- How can we exploit this opportunities? 
- How can we avoid or minimize this threat?  
(Brennan, pg 94-95, 2003) 
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SWOT analysis is the key factor that can determine the business strategy of the company. It 
acts as the mirror for the company’s ongoing activities. It provides the exact situation of 
one’s business environment in terms of the competitors by determining strength, weakness, 
opportunities and threat. It can point out various things such as market position, budget, new 
market and licensing etc. compare to the competitors. SWOT analysis acts a tool to explore 
the strength and turn that into opportunities and at the same time overcome weaknesses and 
threat with he helps of strength and opportunities that they have. It shows the real situation 
of the company’s strength, weakness, opportunities and threat and helps them in term of var-
ious marketing activities such as pricing ,selling, advertising  etc. and act accordingly to 
achieve their business goal. 
 
Interaction Of SWOT Analysis 
S/O interaction 
It means in turns, compare each strength with each opportunity. Does strength facilitate the 
organization in its effort to exploit that opportunity? For example there is a growing pressure 
from the customers to produce more vehicle which produces low emission. So this is a valua-
ble opportunity for the car manufacturer who has a specific strength about the company.  
(Brennan, pg 96, 2003) 
 
S/T interaction 
It means it turns; compare each strength with each threat. Does the strength facilitate the 
organization effort to cope with that threat? (Brennan, pg96, 2003) 
 
W/O interaction 
It means in turn, compare each weakness with each opportunity. Does the  diminish because 
of the organization in pursuing that opportunity? (Ross Brennan, 2003, pg 96) 
 
W/T interaction 
It means in turn, compare each weakness with each threats. Does the weakness will diminish 
the organization’s ability to cope with that threat? (Brennan, pg 96, 2003) 
After the SWOT analysis process, Kotler has suggested that the company should proceed to 
goal formulation. And while goal formulation it must meet 4 criteria: 
- They must be arranged hierarchically, from the most important to least. 
- Objectives should be quantitative whenever possible 
- Goals should be realistic. 
- Objectives must be consistent. 
(Kotler,pg 92, 2009) 
Once the SWOT analysis of the business strategy has been performed, one can move on to 
start to formulate the goals for the company on the basis of strength, weakness, opportuni-
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ties and threat that the company has come up with.  And the author has laid few criteria to 
formulate the goals above. And to achieve these goals the business strategy is designed.  
SWOT analysis as a part of strategic planning process 
 
The author says that every company is confronted with variety of internal and external forc-
es. On one hand it can speed up the effectiveness of the business and on the other hand it 
can compromise weakness. So the first step in the development of the strategic planning sys-
tem is to identify and evaluate the strategic factors which assist or delay the company in 
reaching its full potentials. To operate successfully, the company must concentrate its future 
objectives on strength, weakness, opportunities and threat.  
 
There is a specific place for SWOT analysis in the strategic management cycle. Strategic man-
agement cycle can be considered as the collection of decisions and actions taken by the busi-
ness management. Strategic management cycle includes three basic elements and they are 
- Formulation of the strategy 
- The implementation of the strategy 
- The control and evaluation of the strategy. 
Before proceeding to these stages a thorough analysis of the companies’ internal and external 
environment must first take place. The investigation of the internal environment will accord-
ingly result in an overview of all weakness and strength of the company, while the investiga-
tion of the external environment will result in an overview of all opportunities and threat.  
 
The formulation of the strategy is the process for development of long term plans to effec-
tively respond to environment opportunities and threats in the light of the strength and 
weakness.  And Implementation is a program which can be considered as a action and stages 
which are necessary for the execution of the plans. And Evaluation and Control is the process 
of following up company activities and execution results so that actual executions can be 
compared with the desired results.  
(G. Houben, K. Leine, K . Vanhoof, 1999) 
 
In this the writer tries to point out that SWOT analysis is the first step that should be done to 
analyze the company during the strategic management cycle. As I have already mentioned 
earlier that SWOT analysis acts as a mirror for the company’s ongoing activities. SWOT analy-
sis shows the true picture of strength, weakness, opportunities and threat from the past and 
there will be series of record about the company’s business environment. Then the manger 
can formulate the strategy on the basis of SWOT analysis results because various facts about 
the organization will show up. Such as market position, financial position, competitors etc. so 
one can plan various thing in formulation in strategy such as pricing, selling etc. Let suppose 
for example if the company has a very strong market position then they can increase their 
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price but at the same time if they have a weak market position they have to decrease the 
price.  SWOT analysis gives a actual information about the resources of the company, so one 
can analyze if the formulated strategy can be 
 
4 Methodology 
 
The company SEK OY was chosen as the SME for the thesis. The questionnaire was sent in ad-
vance for Marco Mäkinen (CEO) to prepare them self. Then the face to face to interview was 
done which went for around half hour. SEK has fulfilled all the criteria laid by European 
Commission and the questionnaires were set in the format of business  strategy process re-
ferred to the book ‘Business Strategy’ by Jeremy Kourdi.   
 The process of the research will be qualitative and the will examine the result of SME’s by 
SWOT analysis method. The research will compare the strength, weakness, opportunities and 
threat during the recession period and non-recession period.  
 
The final research will give a clear diagram about the all the business strategies that the SME 
SEK OY took during the recession period compare to non-recession period. 
 
4.1Qualitative Research Method 
 
Qualitative research method is conducted when the research strategy emphasizes on word 
rather than quantity. It requires few other qualities as well. The subject of the research 
should be introductory approach between the theories and the research. The subject should 
be comprised with the social reality. (Brymann, pg 28, 2007) 
 
4.1Validity and Reliability  
 
To clarify the validity and reliability of a measurement, the writer has introduced one equa-
tion. X(o)= X(t)+X(s)+X(R). Where o is the observed score, t is the true score, s is the system-
atic bias and r is the random error.  
According to the writer, for the measurement to be valid the observed score should be equal 
or close to the true score. So in equation it can be said X(o)=X(t).  (Ghauri, pg 80, 2005) 
 
It means that the research result should be effective. For example if the height of a person is 
measured by a rubber band then the results cannot be considered as valid because it is not 
the correct measuring instrument. Reliability of the research refers to the stability of the 
measurement. In equation it can be put as X(o) = X(t) + X(s).(Ghauri, pg 80, 2005)   
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It means that the result of the research result should be repeatedly the same in each meas-
urement. For example if a weight of a guy is shown different in every single measurement, it 
cannot be considered as valid. But it can still be considered as reliable.  
 
In this research the method used is both valid and but it cannot be considered as reliable. It is 
because when making another empirical research the changes in the business strategy will not 
remain the same because of the change in time. Every time the changes in the strategy will 
be made that suits the changing business environment.    
 
5   Empirical Research 
 
1. During the recession period and after the recession period, what did you prioritize the 
most to cope with it? 
- Leadership attitude 
- Technology 
- Competition 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, they moreover changed their business 
strategy. As it was a known fact in the market that the stability of SEK was very much possi-
ble because of its long term existence and the most stable company in its market. Most other 
advertising companies were losing it market share in the market. But SEK was in the business 
in spite of the recession. And this easily made them to defeat the competitors. So they were 
doing more seminars about the current need of advertising and making them more competi-
tive.  
2. During the recession period and after the recession period, what resources did you fo-
cus the most? 
- Direct resources (staff, cash, property) 
- Indirect resources ( quality, strength) 
- Tangible resources ( cash, stocks) 
- Intangible resources ( quality, brand) 
 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, because of its stability and sound compa-
ny it gained a lot of market share in terms of brand and quality. Before they were considered 
to be the fifth best in the market but during the recession they were considered to be first in 
the brand and quality. It was because their competitors were not able to maintain the same 
quality and brand during the recession period. 
 
3. What growth strategy did you implement for your organization, after the recession 
and during the recession period? 
- Using existing resources 
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- Competition 
- Merger 
- Diversification 
- Specialization in specific product. 
 
As said by Mr.Mäkinen the Company has always been growing its market share by growing its 
customers. All the credit of its expansion has been given to its skilled manpower. And it has 
always believed to expand its business by providing the complete advertising services. And the 
company is pretty much against the policy of mergers and partnership with the competitors 
because of its industry type. 
 
4. How did you satisfy the customers during the recession period and after the recession 
period? 
- Quality 
- Pricing 
- Relationship 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, they were known as the most stable com-
pany. And the most efficient company in the advertising business. They were ranked in the 
top position in the advertising market. So they were able to gain the market by gaining more 
customers during the recession period. To cope with the external they did have to lower their 
price keeping customer’s perception. 
 
5. How did you lead the changing business environment during the recession period and 
after the recession period? 
- Steady progress of the firm 
-  Careful Planning adjusting with the external environent 
- Motivation 
- Training and support 
As said by Mr.Mäkinen during the recession period, the company saw some changes in the vi-
sion. They were not progressing as much as before. But they were progressing comparatively 
than their customers. So they were moreover of focusing on their current customers. And be-
cause of the recession, they were able to gain the top market share and establish themselves 
as the best advertising company in terms of pricing and quality. So to keep up with the title 
they did many seminars to encourage their customers to maintain their current status. So 
they were moreover making careful planning adjusting with the external environment. 
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6. Where did you focus the most for the strategic innovation during the recession period 
and after the recession period? 
- Market leader (area where sales are generated the most) 
- Innovative management 
- Core business ( from where the most revenue is generated) 
- Skills and talent of wokers 
- Market research 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, the company focused in the core business. 
As they were not growing as they used to, they were focusing on the current customers. They 
were maintaining a very good relationship with their customers. They were always keeping a 
hold on their best staff members so that they could keep up with their quality. 
 
7. What are the strategic decisions that you focused the most during the recession peri-
odand after the after period? 
- Gathering information about external factor (market situation etc.) 
- Redefining mission and vision 
- Innovation 
- Continuous improvement 
 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, they were not able to improve continu-
ously as they used to. But more or less they were applying the same rule during the recession 
and non-recession period. 
 
The company always believes in the continuous improvement of their business by growing the 
market share and improving the profitability by various means. The company always redefines 
its mission and vision coping with the customers. Their customers have different mission and 
vision with the changes. Different customers have different mission and vision, so they change 
theirs as well according to their customers.  
 
8.  What were the most competitive threats during the recession period and after the 
recession period? 
- Industry type 
- Market entry 
- Substitution 
- Supplier behavior 
- Consumer buying behavior 
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As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, one of the threat they posses is the sub-
stitution. The competitors were reducing the price at very low level. And there were several 
small companies who were very concerned about being cost efficient. So their customer’s 
were changing the advertising company to get the cheaper service. And it focused the cus-
tomers focus during the recession period because of their stability in the business. And they 
were more active by making seminars to attract their customers. 
 
9. How did you price your product to best fit the recession period and how have you 
been pricing at the moment? 
- Calculate cost 
- Estimate sales volume 
- Customer’s perception 
- Competitor’s response 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, their brand played a very important role 
in their business. As it was the most reliable company, they were always gaining the market 
share getting new customers. They had to lower their price a bit so that they can cope up 
with the competitors. And with the selling they were still doing the same thing as previously 
they used to do during the non-recession period.  
 
10. How did you maintain customer’s information for the effective business during the re-
cession period and how have you been doing it now? 
- Increasing knowledge about customer behavior 
- Maintain knowledge about customer behavior 
- Protecting knowledge about customer ‘s behavior 
- Acquiring right data about customer’s behavior. 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, they were not able to improve continu-
ously as they used to. But more or less they were applying the same rule during the recession 
and non-recession period. 
 
SEK was managing knowledge and information about its customers. They were keeping a data 
about all the improvement and unsuccessful matters about its customers. Apart from data, 
SEK was also keeping an update about inner demand of the company as to how far would they 
like to progress and what’s their goal do that they can develop the strategy in the same way 
to fulfill their demand.   
 
11. What strategy did you apply to manage the day to day finance of the organization? 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen during the recession period, they were being unable to improve the 
profitability. They were moreover avoiding the financial risks. They were avoiding the bad 
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contracts agreements with their customers who they think were unable to sustain in the mar-
ket. For example they night be making a advertisement for some company and they might go 
bankrupt, so SEK had to be very careful that their work and money will not go wasted.  
 
12. During the recession period and after the recession period, what were your strength, 
weakness, threat and opportunities? 
 
As said by Mr. Mäkinen: 
Strength  
Recession period: SEK was the most reliable firm in the market that the customer’s could be-
lieve.  
Non recession period: SEK was regarded as the company who could help their customer to 
lead in their business environment. 
 
Weakness 
Recession period: customer might think that they are too expensive.  
Non recession period: customer might have the perception as being old and old fashioned as 
well. 
 
Opportunities 
Recession period: increase the market share as their competitors would be losing them. 
Non recession period: build the good branding strategy, high value added for its customers. 
 
Threat  
Recession period: price competition with its competitors. 
Non recession period: the company might get out of the market if they don’t innovate fast 
enough with the changing digital technology. 
 
Assessment Of The Interview 
SEK Oy as an SME had to change their business strategy to cope with the financial instability. 
Their strength, weakness, opportunities and threat in the business environment changed over 
the recession period compare to non-recession period. So to achieve their business goals they 
had to reanalyze their SWOT and change the business strategy. 
 
At this point it was a very wise decision that they have changed their strategy and showed an 
example to many other SME’s. They proved that recession did not act as a threat to their 
company. Their constant quality and reliability in the market was the sole reason for their 
stability in the business and growth during the recession period.  
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Their decision to establish themselves as the most reliable company gained the top market 
share during the recession. They were constantly gaining new customers and the customers 
from their competitors. Most of the companies during the recession period were laying off 
their staffs but SEK was keeping hold on them and maintaining their quality and services.  SEK 
which was renowned for its quality and services was equally expensive as well. So during the 
recession period, SEK did reduce their price keeping in view about customer’s perception. By 
this move SEK gained more confidence from their customers and proved them worth for long 
term relationship. SEK was becoming very careful about their customer’s financial situation. 
They were keeping a close eye on it and always tried to analyze if they would be unable to 
pay their bills. This was a very important move made by the SEK because the unpaid bills 
would lead to insufficient cash in the balance. And during the recession period cash is consid-
ered as the most important tools for the success of the business.   
 
 
6   Conclusion 
 
Conclusion To Research Problem 
The research questionnaires proposed in this paper are 
- What business strategy has SME SEK OY taken and how successful has it 
been during the global recession?  
- What business strategy is important for an SME to take during the current 
global recession? 
 
The first question will answer the change in strategy that SEK made during the recession peri-
od and the second question will make a recommendation to the leadership. 
To conclude my thesis. I would divide the business strategy into two parts as in the theory 
part. Developing the strategy and implementing strategy. 
 
Developing Strategy 
SEK during the recession did change their business strategy to some extent though there were 
not affected extensively by the recession. They were gaining moreover of their competitors 
market share because of their reliability and stability in the business. They were focusing 
moreover on their quality and strength on to improve their resource capabilities. SEK priori-
tized their relationship with their customers so that they won’t be losing their customers 
alike their competitors. So they were moreover taking an advantage of their competitor’s bad 
economic situation.  
 
Implementing Strategy 
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For implementing their strategy, SEK has done various efforts. As they became the undisputed 
market leader during the recession, they were moreover making seminars and conferences for 
their current customers and it was aimed to keep in hold of them for the long term develop-
ment. They were updating their current quality of services by holding their staff and they are 
the key innovators. SEK keeping in view about the external environment had to reduce its 
price to some extent and reduce the probability so that their current customers will not go to 
their competitors. SEK as a company was becoming very careful with their customers. They 
were keeping a close eye to their customers in term they might go bankrupt and unable to 
pay their bills.  
 
Recommendation 
Although the management team of SEK were easily able to cope with the recession. There are 
few suggestions that I would like to forward in the format of SWOT interaction. 
  
Increase in investment (S/O): 
The company was progressing well enough during the recession period. It was recognized as 
the most stable company and it was constantly gaining the market share from its competitors. 
So the company should have extended their investments in other advertising agency for the 
future development. By this they would have been able to gain more market share from their 
competitors.  
 
Introduce discounts for new customers (W/O) 
 
SEK was known for its high price. But at the same time they were gaining the market share of 
their competitors. So to ease dilemma for their new customers, SEK could have introduces 
some sort of discount for their new customers. And while doing this they should introduce 
some long term contract so that the loss they made in discount can be recovered from the 
long term transaction.  
 
Innovation as the first priority (S/T) (W/T) 
 
The company is renowned for its stability and reliability in the Finnish market and at the 
same time they have the threat that they sometime may not be fast enough to innovate. They 
should change their business strategy in a way they will be renowned for their innovation as 
well. It is a proven fact that the best way of customer attraction is to become more innova-
tive. We can make this out from the company Apple. By becoming more innovative they can 
eliminate their weakness of becoming too expensive as well.  
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